It’s a New Day
Reimagining your Workplace

Accelerate, repeat. Again and again.
Look around—how people work is changing at an incredible pace.

Routine paper-pushing and working alone all day are things of the past. More and more, we’re connecting and collaborating, exploring new possibilities, combining ideas to solve big problems, innovating and creating progress at a faster-than-ever pace.

The more our work changes, the more the places where we work need to change too...purposefully evolving to become the best possible environments for people to create and achieve like never before.
Creative work is as communal and connected as it gets. But sometimes we all want a little separation, too. Low spine-based solutions create boundaries without shutting us off and also bring power and data to wherever it’s needed, while taller panels carve out quasi-corners and other shielded places for privacy when we need to really focus or just have a little time to ourselves.
Answer Panel
Coalesse LessThanFive Chair
Coalesse Denizen Table
MAKE A STATEMENT

With so many new ways to bring in interesting materials, textures and colors, your workplace can express its personality like never before.
Answer Panel
Coalesse Enea Cafe Wood Stool
turnstone Campfire Slim Table
Universal Slim Shelf
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk
Gesture Task Chair
dash mini LED light
Eyesite Flat Panel Monitor Arm
Blu Dot Bumper Small Leather Ottoman
Answer Panel
Answer Boundary Screens
Universal Worksurface
Steelcase Series 1
Task Stool
SOTO Personal Console
dash mini LED light

Answer Panel
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk
Gesture Task Chair
Universal Personal Shelf

Universal Laminate Storage
Elective Elements Organizer Shelf
B-Free Lounge Seating
B-Free Coffee Table
Answer Beam
Universal Beam Screen
Universal Worksurface
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair

Answer Beam
Answer Beam Boundary Screen
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk
Universal Privacy/Modesty Screen
Universal Laminate Overhead Storage
Universal Laminate 1H Storage
Gesture Task Chair
dash mini LED light
CF Series Flat Panel Monitor Arm
Answer Beam
Universal Beam Screen
Universal Worksurface
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair
Carl Hansen 100 series sofa

Carl Hansen Occulus Chair
Viccarbe Levitt Arm Chair
FLOS Arco Lamp
SOTO Shelf
SOTO Worktools
Answer Beam
Answer Beam Boundary Screen
Universal Laminate Overhead Storage
Universal Laminate 1.5H Storage
Gesture Task Chair
Universal Worksurface
B-Free Cues
SOTO Worktools
Answer Beam
Answer Beam Boundary Screen
Universal Beam Screen
Universal Laminate Organizer
High Density Storage Cabinet
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk
Gesture Task Chair
Eyesite Flat Panel Monitor Arm
SOTO Shelf
SOTO Worktools

Answer Beam
Answer Beam Boundary Screen
Universal Worksurface
Universal Laminate 1.5H Storage
Answer Fence
Universal Fence Screen
Universal Tables
Universal Mobile Pedestal
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair
Answer Fence
Answer Fence Boundary Screen
Universal Fence Screen
Migration Height-Adjustable Desk
Universal Privacy/Modesty Screen
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair
dash LED Light
SOTO Functional Screen
SOTO Worktools

Answer Fence
Universal Fence Screen
Gesture Task Chair
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk
CF Series Flat Panel Monitor Arm
Answer Fence
Think Task Chair
Migration Height-Adjustable Desk
Universal Privacy/Modesty Screen
SOTO Personal Console
Volley Flat Panel Monitor Arm
In today’s workplace, people and teams flow as fluidly as ideas. Integrated benching settings solve for a range of needs without taking up a lot of floor space.

Today’s benches empower users through a range of posture and privacy options and come in an inspiring new range of materials.
Ology Height-Adjustable Bench
Universal Center Screens for Ology Bench
High Density Storage Cabinet
Gesture Task Chair
SOTO Shelf
dash mini LED Light
Eyesite Flat Panel Monitor Arm
SOTO Worktools
TAKE A STAND

Sit-stand options encourage healthy movement and celebrate individual preferences as they change throughout the day.
Ology Height-Adjustable Bench
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair
Universal Center Screens for Ology Bench
SOTO Shelf
SOTO Worktools
Top image:
Ology Height-Adjustable Bench
Universal Center Screens for Ology Bench
Gesture Task Chair
SOTO Personal Console

Bottom image:
Ology Height-Adjustable Bench
Universal Laminate Storage
SOTO LED Light
Universal Center Screens for Ology Bench
Gesture Task Chair
Eyesite Flat Panel Monitor Arm
FrameOne Bench
Universal Center Screens for FrameOne
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair

SOTO Mobile Caddy
SOTO Worktools
Bivi
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair
dash mini LED Light
CF Series Flat Panel Monitor Arm
SOTO Worktools
2-3 Answer Panel: Designtex Garmut Greige 804 skin, Arctic White 7241 frame
Universal Laminate 1.5 High Storage: Arctic White 2L30, Designtex Bute Melrose Berry 302 cushion top
Exchange Table: Storm Noce 2HSN top, Platinum Metallic 4799 base
Answer Slim Shelf: Carbon Metallic 7245
Scoop Stool: Platinum Metallic 4799 base, Maraham Molly by Kvadrat 465640-192 seat cushion, White 6618 seat

4-5 Answer Beam: PerfectMatch Amethyst 4AZ7 inner case
Answer Beam Boundary Screen: Espresso Oak 3692
Universal Beam Screen: Designtex Billiard Teak 5H18
Universal Laminate Overhead: Arctic White 2L30
High Density Storage Cabinet: Espresso Oak 3692 outside case, PerfectMatch Amethyst 4AZ7 inner case, Polished Chrome 9201 pull and lock
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk: Arctic White 2730 top, Platinum Metallic 4799 base
Gesture Task Chair: Maharam Coda by Kvadrat 464480-232 back/seat, Platinum Metallic 4799 base/frame, Seagull 6053 shell, Merle 6527 arms
CF Series Single Dynamic Monitor Arm with Pole: Pearl Snow ZW01
Dash LED Task Light: Arctic White 4231
Blue Dot Weft 5x8 Rug: Oatmeal

6 Answer Panel: Billiard Panel Pewter 3549-804 skins, Black 0835 skins, Textured Merle 7360 trim
Coalesse Denizen Table: Teak V2AT quarter cut top, Black Gloss 4144/Textured Graphite 7195 base
Coalesse LessThanFive Chair: Carbon Weave 4233
Coalesse Davos Bench: Designtex Lambert Smoke 3623 802, Designtex Billiard Cloth Basmati 3549 802

7 High Density Storage Cabinet: Espresso Oak 3692 outside case, PerfectMatch Amethyst 4AZ7 inner case, Polished Chrome 9201 pull and lock
Answer Panel: Designtex Brushed Flannel Light Grey 3797-801 exterior skins, Amethyst 4AZ7 interior skins, Black 0835 trim
Answer Panel: Saffron back painted glass 6579 top exterior skin, Amethyst 4AZ7 bottom exterior skin, Designtex Brushed Flannel Light Grey 3797-801 interior skins, Black 0835 trim
Answer Panel: Saffron back painted glass 6572 top interior skin, Designtex Brushed Flannel Light Grey 3797-801 top middle/bottom interior skin, Designtex Brushed Flannel Light Grey 3797-801 exterior skins, Black 0835 trim
Answer Panel: Designtex Brushed Flannel Light Grey 3797-801 skins, Black 0835 trim
Answer Panel: Aubergine Paint 4CZ1 top/middle interior skin, Designtex Brushed Flannel Light Grey 3797-801 bottom interior skin, Designtex Brushed Flannel Light Grey 3797-801 exterior skin, Black 0835 trim
Universal Personal Shelf: PerfectMatch Amethyst 4AZ7 turnstone Campfire Big Table: Black Laminade 2746
Think stool: Designtex Draft Helium 3703-801, Platinum Metallic 4799

8 Answer Panel: Designtex Brushed Flannel Black 3797-804 interior skin, Designtex Brushed Flannel Black 3797-804 exterior skin, Merle 7360 trim
Coalesse Enea Cafe Wood Stool: Elmosoft Leather Ebony L112
turnstone Campfire Slim Table: Bisque Noce 2LBN exterior/Arctic White Gloss 4140 interior

9 Answer Panel: Arctic White 7241 trim, Arctic White 2730 and Designtex Rocket 2693-404 skins, Clear Glass 6500 frameless glass
Answer Boundary Screens Arctic White 2730
Universal Worksurface: Ash Wenge 2HAW
Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair: Kvadrat Canvas 2-556 seat, 3D Microknit Nickel 5720, Seagull 6053 frame, Seagull, Lumbar: 5U24 Scarlet base
dash mini LED light: Citron 4AX1
SOTO Personal Console

Universal Slim Shelf: Saffron 4C27
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk: Bisque Noce 2HBN top, Arctic White 7241 base
Gesture Task Chair: Kvadrat Divina md 0913, back/seat, Platinum Metallic 4799 base/frame, Seagull 6053 shell, Merle 6527 arms
dash mini LED light: Honey 6805
Eyesite Flat Panel Monitor Arm
Blu Dot Bumper Small Leather Ottoman: Terra Cotta Leather

Universal Laminate Storage: Arctic White 2L30 case, Kvadrat Divina Melange 731 cushion top
Elective Elements Organizer Shelf: Clear Oak 2HAK
B-free Small Cube: Kvadrat Canvas 614
B-free Small Cube: Designtex Bute Tree Natural 3088-101
B-Free Cube with L Shaped Armrest: Kvadrat Divina 846 Cube, Designtex Rothesay Marble 3442-101 Armrest
B-Free Cube with L Shaped Armrest: Kvadrat Divina 846 Cube, Designtex Rothesay 3442-101 Marble Armrest

B-Free Large Cube: Kvadrat Divina 846

B-Free Coffee Table: Virginia Walnut 2535 Top, Lux Matte Brass

Thread Hub: Lux Matte Brass

10 Answer Beam: Trim + Skins: Midnight Metallic 7246

Universal Beam Screen: Designtex Billiard Panel Ink 4116-806

Universal Worksurface: Ash Wenge 2HAW top, Midnight Metallic 7246 legs

Series 1 Task Chair: Seagull 7243 frame, Graphite knit, Nickel lumbar, Gabriel Mood 1101 seat

Answer Beam: Skin: Serenity 4AZ3, Trim: Fog 6697

Answer Beam Boundary Screen: Ash Noce 2HAN

Ology Height-Adjustable Desk: Weathered Char 2TH3 top, Merle 7360 base

Universal Privacy/Modesty Screen: Billiard Cumulus 5H19, Light Heather Grey P530 edge

Universal Laminate 1H Storage: Arctic White 2L30, Cushion Top: Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 144, Pull/Finish: Jazz/Platinum Metallic 4799

Universal Laminate Overhead Storage: Ash Noce 2LAN

dash mini LED light: Scarlet 4AQ9

CF Series Flat Panel Monitor Arm

11 Answer Beam: Midnight Metallic skins and trim 7246

Universal Beam Screen: Designtex Billiard Panel Ink 4116-806

Universal Worksurface: Ash Wenge 2HAW top, Midnight Metallic 7246 legs

Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair: Seagull 7243 Frame, Graphite Knit, Nickel Lumbar

Gabriel Mood 1101 seat

SOTO Shelf

SOTO Worktools: Lagoon 6BD6

Carl Hansen 100 Series Sofa: Worn Camel Leather

Carl Hansen Occulus Chair: Designtex Bute Braemar 3802-801

Viccarbe Levitt Arm Chair: Designtex Drift Sapphire 3718-402

FLOS Arco Lamp

12 Answer Beam: Platinum Metallic 4799 skins

Answer Beam Boundary Screen: Clay Noce 2HCN

Universal Laminate Overhead Storage: Arctic White 2L30 case, Clay Noce 2LCN door

Universal Laminate 1.5H Storage: Arctic White 2L30

Universal Worksurface: Planked Oak 3P61 top, Arctic White 7241 legs

Gesture Task Chair: Galaxy by Kvadrat 108 back/seat, Platinum Metallic/Seagull/Merle frame

B-Free Cube: Designtex Bute Lewis Berry 3803-301

SOTO Worktools: Arctic White

13 Answer Beam: Platinum Metallic 4799 skins

Answer Beam Boundary Screen: Clay Noce 2HCN

Universal Worksurface: Planked Oak 3P61 top

Universal Laminate 1.5H Storage: Arctic White 2L30 case

Answer Beam: Carbon Metallic 7245 trim, Thunder Walnut 33A2 skin

Answer Beam Boundary Screen: Thunder Walnut 33A2

Universal Beam Screen: Billiard Multi-Use Cumulus 5H19

Universal Laminate Organizer: Blackwood 25L6

High Density Storage Cabinet: Thunder Walnut 33A2, Interior: Marlin 4AZ5

Ology Height-Adjustable Desk: Thunder Walnut 33A2 top, Merle 7360 base

Gesture Task Chair: Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 815

Eyesite Flat Panel Monitor Arm

SOTO Worktools

14 Answer Fence: Midnight 7239

Universal Fence Screen: Designtex Gamut Peony 3468-302

Universal Tables: Dark Cerused Oak Rift Composite 3GHX RC/OP top, Platinum Metallic 4799 legs

Universal Mobile Pedestal: Midnight 7239, Designtex Onyx 3624-803 and Designtex Digitally Printed Etro BW (on Designtex Rocket Greige) Cushioned Tops, Jazz/Platinum Metallic 4799 Pull

Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair: Cogent Connect Canary 5S98 back, Billiard Citron 5H13 seat, Black frame

15 Answer Fence: Fig 4AZ6

Answer Fence Boundary Screen: Weathered Char 2TH3

Universal Fence Screen: Designtex Gamut Port 3468-305

Universal Privacy/Modesty Screen: DesignTex Billiard Cloth Cumulus 3549-803

Migration Height-Adjustable Desk: Platinum Metallic 4799 frame, Weathered Char 2TH3 top

Steelcase Series 1 Task Chair: Designtex Gleam Mica 3708-802 seat, Licorice 3D Microknit 5T21 mesh, Black 6205 frame, Polished Aluminum 8046 base
dash mini LED light: Canary 4BH7

SOTO Functional Screen

SOTO Worktools

Answer Fence: Seagull 7243

Universal Fence Screen: Cogent Connect Royal Blue 5SD0
Gesture Task Chair: Designtex Bute Lewis Seaside 3803-501

Ology Height-Adjustable Desk: Flat Cut Oak Composite 3JDX top, Arctic White 7241 base

16 Answer Fence: Arctic White 7241

Think Task Chair: Designtex Bute Tweed Gem 3804-405, Seagull 7243 frame

Migration Height-Adjustable Desk: Planked Walnut 3F71 top, Arctic White 7241 base

Universal Privacy/Modesty Screen: Designtex Billiard Gunmetal 4116-805

SOTO Personal Console

Volley Flat Panel Monitor Arm

17 Answer Fence: Chili 4AY2

Universal Fence Screen: Designtex Gamut Persimmon 3468-703

Universal Mobile Pedestal: Near Black Metallic 4603, DesignTex Gradate Blood Orange 3421-901

Ology Height-Adjustable Desk: Storm Wenge 2HSW top, Black 7207 base

Gesture Task Chair: Kvadrat Basel 0183

Universal Privacy/Modesty Screen: Designtex Gamut Persimmon 3468-703

SOTO Monitor Bridge
dash mini LED light: Fuchsia 4BQ7

18 Ology Height-Adjustable Bench: Planked Oak 3P61 top, Black 7207 base

Universal Center Screen for Ology Bench: Buzz2 Atlantic 5G62

Gesture Task Chair: Designtex Bute Tweed Aquarius 3804-406
dash mini LED light: Marlin 4AZ5

SOTO Worktools: Arctic White 6009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td><strong>Ology Height-Adjustable Bench:</strong> Night Cerused Oak 3ZNX top; Merle 7360 base&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>High Density Storage Cabinet:</strong> Night Cerused Oak 3ZNX, Black pull.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Universal Center Screen for Ology Bench:</strong> Gamut Cherry 468-304, Dark Heather Grey P631 side detail&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>SOTO Shelf:</strong> Platinum Metallic 4799&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Eyesite Flat Panel Monitor Arm:</strong> Platinum Metallic 4799 base&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Gesture Task Chair:</strong> Elmosoft Leather Ebony L112, Merle 6527 Shell, Platinum Metallic 4799 base</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>